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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins!  

bee deed week seep seem teen beet 

feel seen deep meet peel feed keep 

feed tee beep deer keen feel meet 

seep beef fee heel peep deed peer 

seem deed heed keen reed jeep leek 

week seen teen need keep tee feel 
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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins!  

whee breed breed sweet wheel tree creep 

speech flee creep sheer queen three steep 

screen three bleed cheek steep whee sneer 

steep queen creek cheer green knee bleed 

sweet steer greet tween flee speech steep 

sheer sneer fleet green sweet creek steer 
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Directions: Play with a partner.  Each of you should 
choose a color (use counters or markers).  Take turns 
reading a word aloud. If you read it correctly, cover or 
color the circle.  Whoever gets 4 in a row first, wins!  

spell speech bleed steep cheer three wet 

bee week bled peel green knee peg 

met west teeth test wept rest sweet 

sheep speed seem jeep sled keep went 

see check deck speck meet pest queen 

bell beef beet steer men creek bless 
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